
Le Chemin de Traverse
PAYS BEAUME DROBIE - SABLIERES 

Altimetric profile

 
Min elevation 451 m Max elevation 607 m

Useful information

Practice : Hike 

Duration : 3 h 

Length : 8.2 km 

Trek ascent : 333 m 

Difficulty : Medium 

Type : Loop 

Themes : Patrimoine bâti, Lac - Rivière -

Cascade 

Trek

Departure : Town Hall, Sablières

Arrival : Town Hall, Sablières

Markings :  PR 

Cities : 1. SABLIERES 

P – Take the path opposite the Town Hall towards the weather station until you reach Le Bizal Bas

 Le Bizal Bas - Follow Montselgues 9,9 km. Continue to Le Bizal

 Le Bizal - Follow Montselgues 9,7 km. Continue along the path. Go right at the crossroads. Just after

the bend, leave the road and take a path down to the left. Continue to Les Escouders.

 Les Escouders - Follow Le Mas 3,1 km. Continue along the road and then take the path down towards

the campsite; cross through the campsite and take the path that follows the Drobie River. On the road, go
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left. After the first houses, carry on along the path on your right. Pass through several hamlets and then

the path takes you through a chestnut forest until you reach Martouret.

 Martouret - Follow Sablières 3,1 km. Continue along the path that goes down through the forest,

and, once on the road, go left before leaving the road to take a path to Pont du Mas.

 Le Pont du Mas - Follow Sablières 1,8 km. Continue on the road until you get to the hamlet of

Grimaldès. Take the road that goes down on your right, then take the path through the middle of the

hamlet. Carry on to Sablières to return to the start point.

Variant: at “Le Bizal Bas” crossroads, you can go straight to “Le Pont du Mas” by taking the path on the left.

How to come ? 

Access

From Les Vans (25 km), follow Saint Laurent les Bains then Sablières From Joyeuse (25 km), follow Sablières

Advised parking

Town Hall, Sablières

 Information desks 

Office de tourisme des Cévennes d'Ardèche

contact@cevennes-ardeche.com

https://www.cevennes-ardeche.com/
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